Oregon is home to some of the largest mega-dairies in the U.S. as well as dozens of beef feedlots. The state’s lax regulations have put a target on its back, and new factory farms are being proposed each year, including contract chicken operations. These factory farms pollute Oregon’s air and water — disproportionately impacting environmental justice communities — while driving family-scale farmers out of business. Oregon residents and family farmers are fed up and are urging state leaders to say “enough is enough” by putting a moratorium on new and expanding factory farms.

PROBLEM 1: Factory Farms Fuel Climate Change

Unlike pasture-based farming, where animals forage for food, factory farms confine animals in crowded buildings. These farms often purchase feed, the single largest source of greenhouse gas emissions from the livestock industry. They also create enormous amounts of waste. Liquid manure storage (common on mega-dairies) encourages the release of methane, a potent greenhouse gas. In contrast, grazing cattle deposit their manure in fields, which decomposes in a way that releases little-to-no methane.

Oregon’s mega-dairies alone spew more than 17 million kilograms of planet-warming methane gas every year — equivalent to the emissions from driving over 300,000 cars. Factory cattle and chicken operations emit additional...
hazardous pollutants and odors that make life miserable for nearby residents. A single broiler chicken operation can emit up to 24 tons of ammonia (a respiratory irritant) every year.\(^4\)

**PROBLEM 2:**

**Water Impacts and Environmental Injustice**

Factory farms spread untreated manure on fields. Runoff from poultry and cattle manure can leach toxic pollutants into the soil and water, including nitrate, which is linked to cancer and the life-threatening “blue baby syndrome.” Oregon officials identified the Lower Umatilla Basin (home to multiple mega-dairies) as having dangerously elevated nitrate levels.\(^5\) Many communities near Oregon’s factory farms are rural and predominantly Latinx — making this pollution an environmental justice issue.\(^6\)

In addition to leaching, catastrophic manure spills can and do happen. In 2019, more than 300,000 gallons of manure from an anaerobic digester spilled near Tillamook Bay.\(^7\) Factory farms also suck up Oregon’s dwindling water supplies. Oregon’s 11 mega-dairies consume 8.2 million gallons of water every day just to wash and hydrate cows — enough to meet the needs of 124,000 Oregonians.\(^8\)

**PROBLEM 3:**

**Threat to Family Farms**

Despite these documented risks, Oregon regulators have continued to grant permits to new and expanding factory farms. Meanwhile, family-scale farms are collapsing.

Decades of declining farm income hit smaller farms the hardest. They face the pressure to “get big or get out” — expand their farms and adopt the factory farm model, or leave farming altogether.\(^9\) From 1997 to 2017, the number of Oregon’s beef farms with fewer than 500 cows fell by 25 percent, and the number of dairy farms with fewer than 500 cows fell 50 percent.\(^10\) The emergence of mega-dairies like Threemile Canyon Farms (which confines around 70,000 cows) coincided with a sharp decline in family-scale dairies, with Oregon losing an average of nine each month between 2002 and 2007.\(^11\)

Family-scale chicken farmers see the writing on the wall and are fighting back against proposed Foster Farms contract operations, including one near Scio that would raise 3.5 million birds and generate 4,500 tons of manure annually. Nearby farmers know that these factory farms will pollute their air and water and threaten their livelihoods.\(^12\)
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